Privacy statement
The following privacy statement applies to all site visits, transactions and agreements with
MPKC B.V., (MPKC B.V. hereinafter referred to as MPKC) sited at van Meelstraat 20,
1945WC Beverwĳk, Netherlands.

Purpose of use
To be able to optimally serve, it is necessary that MPKC in some cases, saves your data.
MPKC uses your personal information for:
the implementation of agreements, transactions and services;
relationship management;
product and service development;
determining strategy and policy;
if necessary, track down unlawful conduct with respect to MPKC, its clients and its employees.
When visiting the website there will be no personal information collected by us without your
consent. We record data that doesn't contain personal information. This is to understand how
our site is being used.
It is possible that certain parts of our site requests personal information, such as when you
want to use a specific service. This information will be used by us for the specified purpose
only.
In some cases, your personal information is associated with an 'account', to ensure that you
don’t need to fill every transaction all over again.
When sending forms the IP address is also being registered. This is to ascertain if there is any
in-appropriate or wrongly use of personal data.

Disclosure to third parties
Your personal information will not be shared without your express consent to third parties
provided that this is necessary to carry out a relevant agreement, to provide a particular
service, or when it is required by law.

Data security
MPKC uses meticulous security procedures for the protection of the processed data, amongst
others, to prevent unauthorised procure unintended access to this data.
We protect your information by any means, but because of the public nature of the internet we
cannot guarantee the security of the transmission of information via the internet for 100%.

Cookies
This website uses cookies to ensure the integrity of the registration process and to personalise
the website. A cookie is a small text file that is placed on your computer by a web page server.
Cookies are uniquely assigned and can only be read by a server in the domain that issued the
cookie to your computer.
The main purpose of cookies is to save you time and effort. For example, customise a Web
page to your personal preferences or if you are navigating to a website, memorise the selected
settings and preferences through cookies for future use. When you visit the site later again, the
information you previously provided can be retrieved by the cookies, so you can easily use the
features of the website as you have previously set. In addition, cookies are used to track
statistics, but the data still doesn’t contain any personal information.
You can choose whether to accept cookies or not. Most browsers automatically accept
cookies, but if desired you can usually modify your browser settings to decline cookies. If you
choose not to accept cookies, you may not fully experience the interactive features of this
website or other sites you visit.

Links to other websites
Our web pages contain links to other websites. MPKC is not responsible for the privacy
statement of websites that are not under the control of MPKC.

Insight
You may ask MPKC for access to your data that is stored by MPKC. Alternatively you can
request MPKC to modify, supplement or delete your data. You can do this by contacting us
via mail@mpkc.nl or our contact page!

